The classic mean-shift tracking algorithm has achieved success in the field of computer vision because of its speediness and efficiency. However, classic mean-shift tracking algorithm would fail to track in some complicated conditions such as some parts of the target are occluded, little color difference between the target and background exists, or sudden change of illumination and so on. In order to solve the problems, an improved algorithm is proposed based on the mean-shift tracking algorithm and adaptive fusion of features. Color, edges and corners of the target are used to describe the target in the feature space, and a method for measuring the discrimination of various features is presented to make feature selection adaptive. Then the improved mean-shift tracking algorithm is introduced based on the fusion of various features. For the purpose of solving the problem that mean-shift tracking algorithm with the single color feature is vulnerable to sudden change of illumination, we eliminate the effects by the fusion of affine illumination model and color feature space which ensures the correctness and stability of target tracking in that condition. Using a group of videos to test the proposed algorithm, the results show that the tracking correctness and stability of this algorithm are better than the mean-shift tracking algorithm with single feature space. Furthermore the proposed algorithm is more robust than the classic algorithm in the conditions of occlusion, target similar with background or illumination change.
INTRODUCTION
Moving object tracking has been an important issue in computer vision and video surveillance in recent years.
Recognition and tracking in image sequences can be used in control systems, statistical measurements, and automatic vehicles. Many methods have been offered for moving objects tracking in image sequences so far. Mean-shift algorithm is one of the noted methods [1] . This algorithm finds the largest degree of similarity between color histogram of object in current frame with target model's histogram. Primary mean shift algorithm, based on color feature only, has an accurate performance especially in partial occlusions [2] . Color feature is used in many tracking algorithms [3] . Some advantages of tracking based on color are low computations and independence of turning and transformation. However, tracking with primary mean shift algorithm which is only based upon color feature would fail to track accurately in the case of light fluctuations and in presence of several objects with the same color in scene [4, 7, 8] .
This paper presents a method to remove the problems of mean shift algorithm. We spread mean shift algorithm upon multiple features [9] , such as color, edge and corner features. And we propose a method to measure the discrimination of various features in order to make feature selection adaptive. This paper is organized as follow: Section 2 presents the overall view of the proposed work. Mean shift algorithm based on multiple features is explained in section 3. Extracting coefficients and features fusion are presented in section 4. Experimental results of the suggested method and its comparison against other methods is described in section 5. The paper is concluded in Section 6.
THE PROPOSED METHOD OVERALL VIEW
In the proposed algorithm, color, edge and corner features are concluded from a rectangle area, which is chose in first frame by human, and its center is the center of target. We extracted color, edge and corner features in the first frame as a model of target, sobel operator was used to extract edge feature and harris operator was used to extract corner feature. In order to eliminate the effects of sudden change of illumination, we fuse the affine illumination model and color feature space. Noted features are offered based on histogram because of the fact of being in the vicinity of partial changes in the object surface makes no changes to its histogram. In the next step, color, edge and corner histogram were calculated in next frame and in target location in prior frame. Afterward, we used mean-shift algorithm for each feature and we earned weights for target location in current frame. The weights are calculated based on the features' discrimination of candidate area and the same size area of background [5] . Next step is the most important one, because we should exhibit three coefficients and define suitable relations for them which indicate the effect of each feature in final location of target. In final step, the target location is calculated via summing up mean shift outputs based on color, edge and corner features with considering their coefficient.
THE MEAN-SHIFT ALGORITHM
The mean-shift tracking algorithm using color histogram can be divided into three steps. First, the target Modelˆu q and target candidateˆu p are calculated as follows based on color histogram and kernel density estimation [10] :
Where ( ) k x is a kernel profile, q h and p h size of both kernels, b histogram index function of pixels, q C and p C normalization factors.
Second, a similarity measure like the Bhattacharyya coefficient is defined as:
And using Taylor expansion (3) can be reduced to ( ) ( ) ( )
Finally, the object tracking result can be reduced to maximize around a neighbourhood of the previous target position y 0 , which can be solved by an iterative mean-shift procedure below
MEAN-SHIFT ALGORITHM BASED ON MULTIPLE FEATURES

Color feature
The classic mean-shift algorithm use the linear quantization kernel builds the histogram based on color feature.
However when there is a sudden change of illumination in the scene, the classic mean-shift algorithm will fail to track the target because of the gray value change greatly when the illumination change, this lead to the great change of histogram. In order to eliminate the effects of illumination we use the affine model to build the histogram.
In general there are 256 gray levels in a image and the number of bin is m, then the linear quantization function can be defined as:
improved linear quantization function is:
where v is the mean value and σ is the variance of the target area, the equation can be reduced to:
where min and max represent the minimum and the maximum in the target area.
The color histogram for target model is given by:
Edge feature
To extract edge feature, first the color image is converted to grayscale intensity image. Then we use sobel operator to extract edge feature. The absolute value of gradient is computed by: 
Corner feature
First, we extract the harris corners of the target area. Second, divide the target area into 4x4 bins [6] , and then mark number with the bins. Last, count the number of harris corners in each bin, use the bin's number as the abscissa of histogram and the histogram for target model is given by:
Where ( 
4.4Fusion of feature
In the mean-shift algorithm, we use the weighted value of each pixel in the histogram to calculate the target's location. The weighted value is given by:
With multi-feature space is import to mean-shift algorithm, we need to take every feature's effect into account. Then the weighted value is revised by: 1 α α α + + = , For the foreground points in the candidate region, the weighted value in each feature space is reasonably large and the weighted average is also large. While for the background points in the candidate region, the weighted value in one feature space may be large, but in others' are small. With the multi-feature space, only the weighted value is large in all the features space then this point has an important effect to the location. In this paper we distribute the weighted value based on the features' discrimination. Suppose the target region is M, and define an area B around M that has the same area with M. Calculate the histogram of B and M in the multi-feature space. Then a similarity measure like the Bhattacharyya coefficient is calculated between M and B. The coefficient is large then the M and B are much more similar, the weighted value should be small. The coefficients in three feature spaces are represented with 1 2 3 , , ρ ρ ρ : 
Where ˆ, 
EXPERIMENT RESULTS
In order to demonstrate the robustness of the proposed algorithm, it was conducted on many image sequences using the MATLAB. As mentioned before, mean-shift algorithm fails in an environment with light fluctuations. Fig. 1(a) shows tracking results by using primary mean-shift algorithm. Since the sudden change of illumination, this algorithm has failed in target tracking. Fig. 1(b) , proposed algorithm has carried out target tracking correctly, despite the change of illumination. As mentioned before, in the presence of several objects with similar colors, primary mean-shift algorithm, only based on color feature, would fail to track. Fig. 2(a) shows this event. But proposed algorithm has suitable performance in this situation, despite the similarity of target to other objects, as Fig. 2(b) shows.
CONCLUSION
In this paper a method for moving objects tracking in image sequences based on mean-shift algorithm and fusion of color, edge and corner features is proposed. Whereas tracking using color feature will fail in the presence of objects with the same color in scene and in the cases which environment light is subject to sharp fluctuations, the proposed algorithm improved moving object tracking. Experimental results indicate good performance and accuracy of the proposed algorithm in comparison to primary mean-shift algorithm.
